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ABSTRACT

A growing body of literature suggests that the world’s languages can be classified into three rhythm
classes: mora-timed languages, stress-timed languages, and syllable-timed languages. However, scholars
cannot agree on which rhythmic measures discriminate rhythm classes most satisfactorily and whether
the speech rate factor should be considered. In this study, we analyze speech production by bilingual
speakers, and compare their production with that of monolingual speakers and ESL speakers. Our
rhythmic metric measure results show that when speech rate is taken into consideration, a combination
of the two metric measures for vowels, VarcoΔV and vocalic nPVI, is most reliable in discriminating
different rhythm classes, while consonants do not seem effective, whether the speech rate factor is
included or not.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Abercrombie (1965, 1967) claims that the world’s languages fall into three rhythmic groups:
mora-timed languages, stress-timed languages, and syllable-timed languages (see also Pike 1946;
Ladefoged 1975; Ramus et al. 1999). According to Ramus et al. (1999, 266), “rhythm type is
correlated with the speech segmentation unit in any given language.” For example, English is a
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typical stress-timed language and speakers of English segment speech in feet, while Japanese is
a representative mora-timed language and speakers of Japanese segment speech in morae.
Following this claim, clear differences can be expected between the rhythm of English produced
by native speakers of English and the rhythm of English produced by native speakers of Japanese
who speak English as a second language (Japanese ESL speakers). This is because the rhythm
of English produced by Japanese ESL speakers is expected to be influenced by the rhythm of
Japanese. Numerous studies have been carried out to explore the influence of the rhythm of a
first language on that of a second language (Wenk 1985; Munro & Derwing 1995; Archibald
1998; White & Mattys 2007; Li & Post 2014; Ordin & Polyanskaya 2015). Most agree that there
is influence, which at least partly proves the validity of rhythm classification. However, scholars
cannot agree on which rhythmic measures demonstrate the influence most satisfactorily.
Another interesting topic includes using rhythmic measures to examine speeches by bilingual
speakers. It seems that results from bilingual speakers should be between results from mono-
lingual native speakers and those from second language speakers. However, very few studies
have tackled this topic. Even fewer studies have compared rhythms of speeches by different
bilingual speakers.

In this paper, we focus on bilingual speakers and compare their English speech production
with that of monolingual native speakers of English and English speech production by ESL
speakers. For a comprehensive view, we include monolingual English speakers, English-Japanese
bilingual speakers, English-Mandarin bilingual speakers, Japanese ESL speakers, and Mandarin
ESL speakers. This is because English, Japanese, and Mandarin each belong to a different rhythm
class: English is an example of a stress-timed language, Japanese a mora-timed language, and
Mandarin a syllable-timed language. Our aim is to compare the rhythms of these five groups of
speakers, examine the validity of rhythm classification, and find the most discriminative metric
measures in distinguishing rhythm classes. We not only focus on differences between the
monolingual English speakers, the bilingual speakers, and the ESL speakers, but also on dif-
ferences between the English-Japanese bilingual speakers and the English-Mandarin bilingual
speakers. The reason for this is that the English-Japanese bilingual speakers and English-
Mandarin bilingual speakers may show differences in English speech production in terms of
rhythmic measures due to influences of the rhythms of Japanese and Mandarin, respectively,
although the differences should not be overwhelmingly large.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews rhythmic metric measures. Section 3
presents details in our experiment. Sections 4 through 6 give related analyses of the experiment
results, examine the validity of rhythm classification, and find the most discriminative
metric measures in distinguishing rhythm classes. And Section 7 outlines the conclusion of this
paper.

2. RHYTHM CLASS HYPOTHESIS AND RHYTHMIC METRIC MEASURES

According to Abercrombie (1967, 96), rhythm is “the periodic occurrence of some sort of
movement,” which produces “an expectation that the regularity of succession will continue.”
Rhythm also exists in speech (Steele 1775; Pike 1946; Abercrombie 1965, 1967). For example,
Pike (1946) and Abercrombie (1965, 1967) claim that stress-timed languages have roughly equal
foot durations and syllable-timed languages have roughly equal syllable durations, where foot is
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“the time interval between two stress beats” in English (Gut 2009, 160). Based on this
assumption, Pike (1946) and Abercrombie (1965, 1967) further propose a dichotomy of the
world’s languages into stress-timed and syllable-timed languages, and they argue that the di-
chotomy of languages is categorical. Typical examples of stress-timed languages include Dutch,
English, German, etc. Representative examples of syllable-timed languages include French,
Mandarin, Spanish, and so on. Bloch (1950), Han (1962), and Ladefoged (1975) propose a third
type of rhythm, mora-timed languages, which is mainly exemplified by Japanese. Ladefoged &
Johnson (2015, 261) suggest that “[a] mora is a unit of timing, in the sense that each mora . . .
ha[s] approximately the same duration.” McCawley (1968, 133–134; 1978, 114) claims that the
mora is “the unit of phonological distance” in Japanese and can only be defined as “something of
which a long syllable consists of two and a short syllable consists of one.” According to
Kubozono (2015), overlap exists between the mora and the syllable. To exemplify, in the word
‘Nagoya’, “each mora corresponds to a syllable” (Kubozono 2015, 11). Kubozono (2015, 11) also
points out that the mora and the syllable do not always overlap: they “often fail to overlap” in
many Sino-Japanese words and loan words from English and other Western languages. This is
because some morae cannot form a syllable on their own. Such morae include (a) the second
half of a long vowel, (b) the second half of a diphthong, (c) a moraic nasal or a coda nasal, and
(d) a moraic obstruent or the first half of a geminate consonant (Kubozono 2015). Take the
word /nip.pon/ ‘Japan’ as an example: the underlined /p/ is a moraic obstruent and the
underlined /n/ is a moraic nasal (Kubozono 2015). They both are morae, but they cannot form
syllables on their own.

In stress-timed languages, vowels in unstressed syllables are usually reduced and shortened
(Abercrombie 1967; Bolinger 1986; Nord 1986; Gimson 1989; van Bergem 1993; Moon &
Lindblom 1994; Kreidler 2004). Articulatorily and acoustically, the process of vowel reduction in
stress-timed languages leads to centralization of related vowels (Lindblom 1963; Janson 1979).
The most common reduced vowel is the schwa /ə/ (Chomsky & Halle 1968; Kreifler 2004;
Ladefoged & Johnson 2015). Stressed vowels are produced with greater intensity and duration
than reduced vowels, and thus are more perceptually salient to listeners (Flemming 2009;
Harrington 2010). In contrast, syllable-timed languages usually do not have reduced vowels in
unstressed positions and tend to give syllables approximately equal prominence (Firth 1948;
Dauer 1983; Auer 1993; Dankovi�cov�a & Dellwo 2007). In other words, syllables in syllable-timed
languages are more similar to each other. Therefore, the vowel reduction not only makes
stressed syllables more salient, but also makes the durational differences between stressed
and unstressed syllables more prominent in stress-timed languages than in mora-timed
and syllable-timed languages (Pike 1946; Abercrombie 1967; Ladefoged 1975; Nord 1986; van
Bergem 1993).

Another feature of stress-timed languages is that they usually have more complex onsets and
codas than syllable-timed and mora-timed languages. This is because syllable-timed and mora-
timed languages more commonly have open syllables. To exemplify, “[t]he largest English
syllable is CCCVCCCC,” with the most common syllable being CVC (McLeod 2010, 55). The
most common syllable structure in Japanese and Mandarin is CV (Vance 1987; Otake 1990;
Avery & Ehrlich 1992; Riney & Anderson-Hsieh 1993; Kubozono 1999; Duanmu 2000, 2016). In
addition, successive morae are considered near-equal in duration (Bloch 1950; Han 1962;
Ladefoged 1975; Shirai & Abe 2017). In syllable-timed languages, all syllables are thought to be
isochronic (Abercrombie 1965, 1967; Pike 1946; Ladefoged 1975). Thus, mora-timed languages
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are more similar to syllable-timed languages than to stress-timed languages (Grabe & Low 2002;
Kubozono 2015).

The proportion of CV syllables in Japanese is even higher than that of French or Spanish,
two syllable-timed languages (Otake 1990). Since French and Spanish have higher proportions
of CV syllables than English, the ranking in terms of CV syllables is Japanese > French and
Spanish > English, where > means higher than. The ranking is in conformity with the tendency
of syllable structure to become simpler in stress-timed languages, to syllable-timed languages,
and then to mora-timed languages (Nespor et al. 2011). Correspondingly, vowels take less time
in stress-timed languages than in syllable-timed languages. In a similar vein, vowels occupy less
time in syllable-timed languages than in mora-timed languages.

The rhythm class hypothesis has been investigated extensively in many different languages
since its proposal. The studies of Ramus et al. (1999) and Grabe & Low (2002) are perhaps the
most discussed. These two studies adopt different approaches to rhythmic metrics. We discuss
their respective metric measures in the following subsections §2.1 and §2.2.

2.1. Vocalic and intervocalic intervals: rhythmic metric measures in Ramus et al. (1999)

Ramus et al. (1999) segment speech into vowels and consonants, and calculate vocalic and
intervocalic intervals. They mainly focus on the three measures, %V, ΔV, and ΔC. The measure
%V is the proportion of vocalic intervals within a sentence; ΔV refers to the standard deviation
of the duration of vocalic intervals within each sentence; and ΔC is the standard deviation of the
duration of intervocalic intervals within each sentence. With reference to eight languages,
Ramus et al. (1999, 287) report that %V and ΔC “are congruent with the notion of rhythm
classes.” For example, according to the authors, English has lower %V than French, because
English has reduced vowels and French does not. In addition, English has higher ΔC, because
English has more complex onset and coda structures than French. The differences between
English and French in terms of %V and ΔC are in line with the supposition that English is a
typical stress-timed language and French is a representative syllable-timed language.

One controversial issue not referred to in Ramus et al. (1999) is the speech rate factor. Barry
et al. (2003) state that both ΔV and ΔC are inversely related to speech rate. Dellwo (2006) thus
uses a normalized metric VarcoΔC, which is the standard deviation of intervocalic interval
duration divided by the mean consonant duration. Dellwo (2006) claims that VarcoΔC dis-
criminates better than ΔC between English and French. However, White & Mattys (2007, 520)
argue that VarcoΔV appears to be “more reliable and discriminative than raw metrics,” while
VarcoΔC “appear[s] to eliminate linguistically-interesting variation.” Since there are contro-
versies over the speech rate factor, we will take a comprehensive look and take %V, ΔV, ΔC,
VarcoΔV, and VarcoΔC all into consideration.

2.2. The pairwise variability index: rhythmic metric measures in Grabe & Low (2002)

Grabe & Low (2002) have adopted the Pairwise Variability Index (PVI) to speech rhythm class
study. They (2002, 519) state that PVI measures “the durations of vowels and the duration of
intervals between vowels (excluding pauses) in a passage of speech” and then calculates “the
level of variability in successive measures.” Grabe & Low (2002) also claim that speech rate
should be taken into consideration for the PVI calculation of vocalic intervals, since speech rate
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may affect their duration significantly. They term this normalized PVI for vocalic intervals, or
vocalic nPVI for short. They also argue that normalization is not necessary for intervocalic
intervals. Accordingly, they use the raw PVI for intervocalic intervals, or intervocalic rPVI for
short. The following are the equations of rPVI and nPVI (Grabe & Low 2002, 519–520).

(1) Equations of rPVI and nPVI (Grabe & Low 2002, 519–520)
a: rPVI

rPVI ¼
� Pm−1

k−1
jdk − dkþ1=ðm− 1Þj

�

b: nPVI
nPVI ¼ 1003

� Pm−1

k−1

���� dk − dkþ1
ðdkþdkþ1Þ=2

����=ðm− 1Þ
�
:

In (1), m stands for “number of intervals . . . and d is the duration of the kth interval” (Grabe &
Low 2002, 520). Due to vowel reduction in unstressed syllables, stress-timed languages should
show more variability between two successive vocalic intervals than mora-timed and syllable-
timed languages. In terms of intervocalic intervals, stress-timed languages are said to have more
complex onset and coda structures, so they should show higher intervocalic interval variability.
In addition, Grabe & Low (2002) claim that normalization should only be applied to vocalic
intervals. Plainly, nPVI values of vocalic intervals and rPVI of intervocalic intervals are expected
to be higher in stress-timed languages than in mora-timed and syllable-timed languages. The
results reported in Grabe & Low (2002) are as expected for Dutch, English, and German, typical
stress-timed languages, and as expected for French and Spanish, typical syllable-timed lan-
guages. Their results for Japanese, a mora-timed language, are similar to those for syllable-timed
languages. However, White & Mattys (2007, 501) claim that, compared to rPVI and nPVI,
VarcoΔV offers “the most discriminative analysis” after an examination of %V, ΔV, VarcoΔV,
ΔC, VarcoΔC, intervocalic rPVI, vocalic rPVI, intervocalic nPVI, and vocalic nPVI.

2.3. Other approaches to rhythm classification

Ramus et al. (1999) in §2.1 and Grabe & Low (2002) in §2.2 both focus on speech production by
native speakers to examine rhythm classes. Another way to approach rhythm classes is to examine
the influence of a speaker’s first language (L1) on his or her second language (L2). If rhythm
classification is tenable, influences of the rhythm of L1 on the rhythm of L2 can be expected. For
example, Lin & Wang (2005) compare the English speech production of speakers of L1 English
with that of Mandarin speakers of L2 English. The difference between %V values of L1 English and
L2 English by Mandarin speakers is statistically significant, but the difference between ΔC values is
not. Their (2005) finding suggests that vowels are better indicators of rhythm classification than
consonants. Lin & Wang (2005) did not measure PVI values of vocalic intervals and intervocalic
intervals, nor did they (2005) take mora-timed languages or speech rate into consideration.

What may also be enlightening is to examine speech production by bilingual speakers to look
for potential influences of the rhythm of one language on the other. For example, Carter (2005)
tests bilingual speakers of English and Spanish and finds that bilingual speakers show inter-
mediate vocalic rPVI scores between the low vocalic rPVI scores of Spanish ESL speakers and
the high vocalic rPVI scores of native English speakers. However, Carter (2005) does not take
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speech rate into consideration, so he does not report scores of vocalic nPVI; nor does he report
scores concerning intervocalic intervals.

2.4. Our study

It is still unclear which metric measures are the most discriminative and whether the speech rate
factor should be considered. In addition, the research into mora-timed languages is not robust:
previous studies are mainly concerned with stress-timed and syllable-timed languages. In this
study, we examine all the three rhythm classes comprehensively. We adopt both the approach of
Ramus et al. (1999) and that of Grabe & Low (2002). For each rhythmic measure, we calculate its
values both with and without the speech rate factor. In other words, we measure %V, ΔV,
VarcoΔV, vocalic rPVI, vocalic nPVI, ΔC, VarcoΔC, intervocalic rPVI, and intervocalic nPVI.

We take a different perspective to previous studies: although previous studies have mainly
focused on native speakers or second language speakers, we analyze speech production by
bilingual speakers, comparing their production with that of monolingual English speakers and
ESL speakers. Since English, Japanese, and Mandarin are representatives of stress-timed, mora-
timed, and syllable-timed languages, respectively, we take these three languages as exemplars of
the respective rhythm classes.

Monolingual English speakers in this paper are defined as native speakers of English who
only command English: they cannot produce speech in another language; nor can they
comprehend another language (see e.g., Snow & Hakuta 1992; Mack 1997; Ellis 2007). Bilingual
speakers in this paper are defined as those who have acquired two languages in their infancy and
can produce fluent and effective speech in both languages (see e.g., Haugen 1953; Weinreich
1953). Since this paper focuses on English, Japanese, and Mandarin, the paper gathers English-
Japanese bilinguals and English-Mandarin bilinguals. Our definition of a bilingual speaker is not
as strict as that of Bloomfield (1933) as a perfect user of two languages; however, it is much
stricter than that of MacNamara (1967) who includes anyone who has a minimal competence in
listening, reading, speaking, or writing a language other than his/her native language. ESL
speakers in this paper are those who have not learned English in their early childhood, who
received English education at school, and have not lived in any English-speaking country for
longer than one month (see e.g., Jenkins 2000; Mitchell & Myles 2004; Kormos 2006). These
speakers have an intermediate proficiency in English.

2.5. Our hypotheses

Each ordinal number in Table 1, 1st, 2nd, etc., shows the ranking of a group in terms of a
particular metric measure. To exemplify, 5th in the upper left corner means that the mono-
lingual group has the lowest %V value. The term EM bilingual in Table 1 stands for the English-
Mandarin bilingual group; EJ bilingual refers to the English-Japanese bilingual group. Mandarin
ESL stands for the group which is composed of native speakers of Mandarin who speak English
as a second language. Similarly, Japanese ESL refers to the group composed of native speakers of
Japanese who speak English as a second language.

Vowels take less time in stress-timed languages than in mora-timed and syllable-timed
languages, thus English is expected to have the lowest value in terms of %V. Vowel reduction in
stress-timed languages makes durational differences between stressed and unstressed vowels
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greater, English therefore should have the highest ΔV or VarcoΔV value, and the highest vocalic
rPVI or vocalic nPVI value. English is claimed to have a more complex onset and coda structure
than Japanese and Mandarin. Thus the monolingual group should have the highest ΔC or
VarcoΔC value, and the highest intervocalic rPVI or intervocalic nPVI value. We hypothesize
that the results of rhythmic measures for the EM bilingual group and the EJ bilingual group
should be intermediate between those of the monolingual group and those of the two ESL
groups. We also hypothesize that the results of the two bilingual groups should be closer to those
of the monolingual group than to the two ESL groups. In terms of the two bilingual groups, we
hypothesize that the results of the EM bilingual group are closer to the monolingual group than
the EJ bilingual group, since Japanese has an even higher proportion of CV syllables than
syllable-timed languages.

We will develop the idea noted in the previous paragraph step by step. For ease of exposition,
we first focus on the EJ bilingual group. Secondly, we apply the conclusion drawn from the EJ
bilingual group to the EM bilingual group, and examine whether the conclusion still holds.

3. THE FIRST EXPERIMENT

As noted in §2.5, we first focus on EJ bilingual speakers and compare their English speech
production with that of monolingual speakers of English and of Japanese ESL speakers.

3.1. Subjects for the first experiment

Three monolingual native speakers of English, one male and two female, were recorded. The
three monolingual native speakers of English (hereafter the monolingual group) were born and
brought up in California. They were also residents of California at the time of recording. Three
EJ bilingual speakers (hereafter the EJ bilingual group) were recorded. They were all born in the
western part of Japan, moved to California in their infancy, and spent their formative years in
California. They were also residents of Japan at the time of recording. We tried to enroll EJ
bilingual speakers among Californian residents, but it was difficult to gather three EJ bilingual
speakers in California. We limited speakers in the monolingual group and the EJ bilingual group
to Californian English speakers to reduce potential influences from different English accents as

Table 1. Our hypotheses

Hypotheses

%V
ΔV or

VarcoΔV
ΔC or

VarcoΔC
Vocalic rPVI or
Vocalic nPVI

Intervocalic rPVI or
Intervocalic nPVI

Monolingual 5th 1st 1st 1st 1st

EM bilingual 4th 2nd 2nd 2nd 2nd

EJ bilingual 3rd 3rd 3rd 3rd 3rd

Mandarin ESL 2nd 4th 4th 4th 4th

Japanese ESL 1st 5th 5th 5th 5th
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much as possible. Three Japanese ESL speakers (hereafter the Japanese ESL group) were also
recorded. They were all born and brought up in the western part of Japan. Their accents are not
notably different from standard Japanese. All speakers in the Japanese ESL group are from the
same area of Japan. The aim is also to reduce possible influences of different Japanese accents.

All monolingual speakers and EJ bilingual speakers were around 30–35 years old at the time
of recording and college graduates. All Japanese ESL speakers were college students and were
just over 20 years old at the time of recording. Although the Japanese ESL speakers are not of
exactly the same age as the monolingual speakers and the EJ bilingual speakers, the age dif-
ference is not considerably large.

3.2. Recording

All speakers were given the text from the PAC project, Christmas Interview of a Television
Evangelist, three weeks before their recordings to become familiar with it.1 They were instructed
to practice the passage in their normal voice and at a rate that they felt natural and comfortable
until they could read the passage fluently. They were also instructed that they should pause
between sentences and repeat the whole sentence if they made a mistake. The ideal place to
record appears to be a sound-proof room at our university. However, the physical distance
prevented us from doing so. In addition, recent studies have shown that smartphone recording is
acceptable for acoustic analysis (see e.g. Maryn et al. 2017; Oliveira et al. 2017; Wu 2017; van der
Woerd et al. 2020). Thus, recordings were made on the second author’s iPhone 6 in a quiet
room. The original format of the recordings was m4a. They were later converted to the wav
format for acoustic analysis on Praat.

3.3. Segmentation and analysis

The first author segmented and labelled the recorded speeches. This procedure was carried out
on speech waveforms and wideband spectrograms generated on Praat. The guidelines laid
out in Peterson & Lehiste (1960), Grabe & Low (2002), and White & Mattys (2007) were
generally followed. Pauses between intonation phrases were excluded from the analysis. The
segmental boundaries were identified generally by taking spectral transitions into consider-
ation. For example, the segmental sequence /do/ was divided into two segments, as the vocalic
segment had a clearer formant structure in the spectrogram compared with the voiced
obstruent. To take another example, the segmental boundary of /li/ was determined based on
the observation that the amplitude of /l/ was lowered due to the approximant articulation, with
the result that the spectrogram became grayer. A vocalic interval was the stretch of a speech
signal between the vowel onset and the vowel offset. As a result, a vocalic interval might stretch
over more than one syllable and even across word boundaries. An intervocalic interval was the
stretch of the speech signal between a vowel offset and the onset of the next vowel. After the
segmentation, the durations of each vocalic interval and each intervocalic interval were
calculated.

1PAC stands for La Phonologie de l’Anglais Contemporain: Usages, Vari�et�es et Structure in French or The Phonology of
Contemporary English: Usage, Varieties and Structure in English.
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4. ENGLISH-JAPANESE BILINGUAL GROUP RESULT ANALYSES

In this section, we discuss our results for vowels and consonants respectively for easy under-
standing. We use group means in the following part of the paper. Firstly, let us turn to the
rhythmic measures for vowels, including %V, ΔV, VarcoΔV, vocalic rPVI, and vocalic nPVI.

4.1. Results for vocalic intervals

We give the results for vowels in Fig. 1. The values of ΔV, VarcoΔV, vocalic rPVI, and vocalic
nPVI are multiplied by 100.

If there is little or no influence of Japanese rhythm on the English speech production by the
speakers in the EJ bilingual group, the results in terms of all five metric measures from the EJ
bilingual group are expected to be the same as or close to those of the monolingual group. The
only metric measure that shows a tendency towards this direction is %V: 39.11% for the EJ
bilingual group is close to 39.92% for the monolingual group. However, the remaining four
metric measures show large differences between the two groups. Therefore, it seems that the
English speech production by the EJ bilingual group does show influences of Japanese rhythm.
The next question is which metric measures discriminate the monolingual group and the EJ
bilingual group satisfactorily. An interesting pattern can be noticed with a comparison of results
in terms of ΔV and vocalic rPVI and results in terms of VarcoΔV and vocalic nPVI. Results in
terms of ΔV and vocalic rPVI show that the monolingual group has the highest values and the
EJ bilingual group has the lowest, with the Japanese ESL group intermediate between the two.
On the other hand, results in terms of VarcoΔV and vocalic nPVI show that the monolingual
group has the highest values, the EJ bilingual group has intermediate values, and the Japanese
ESL group has the lowest values. The difference between the metric measures ΔV and vocalic
rPVI, and the metric measures VarcoΔV and vocalic nPVI is that ΔV and vocalic rPVI do not
take speech rate in consideration, while VarcoΔV and vocalic nPVI take speech rate into ac-
count. The results in terms of ΔV and vocalic rPVI appear to suggest that the Japanese ESL
speakers realize vocalic interval variation in a more similar way to the monolingual English
speakers than the EJ bilingual speakers. This does not concur with the subjective perception of

%V ∆V Varco∆V Vocalic rPVI Vocalic
nPVI

Monolingual 39.92 61.73 58.41 58.6 64.8
EJ bilingual 39.11 41.94 45.59 50.01 62.01
Japanese ESL 40.76 50.41 42.46 56.3 56.3

39.92

61.73
58.41 58.6

64.8

39.11

41.94
45.59

50.01

62.01

40.76

50.41

42.46

56.3 56.3

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

Monolingual EJ bilingual Japanese ESL

Fig. 1. Mean results of the speakers in the EJ bilingual group in terms of vocalic intervals
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differences between EJ bilingual speakers’ abilities in English and Japanese ESL speakers’ abilities
in English, especially in consideration of the fact that the EJ bilingual speakers in this study
moved to California in their infancy and spent their formative years in California, while the
Japanese ESL speakers in this study have not lived in an English-speaking country for more than
one month. The metric measures VarcoΔV and vocalic nPVI seem to capture the hypothesized
differences between groups better than ΔV and vocalic rPVI. Combining the results of VarcoΔV
and vocalic nPVI from the three groups, it is clear that metric measures for vowels need to take
speech rate into consideration. The results of %V are not completely in conformity with our
hypothesis: the EJ bilingual group has the lowest value. However, the difference between the
monolingual group and the EJ bilingual group in terms of %V appears to be marginal. Fig. 2 can
present the discrimination more clearly.

In terms of VarcoΔV and vocalic nPVI, the values of the EJ bilingual group are intermediate
between those of the monolingual group and those of the Japanese ESL group. There is no
crossing between any two lines. One point that must be emphasized is that speech rate needs to
be taken into consideration for vowels. This appears to be due to the fact that speech rate has a
major influence on vowel reduction and thus on results of metric measures for vowels. It is
claimed by Ramus et al. (1999) and Ramus (2002, 2003) that a combination of ΔV and either
ΔC or %V is useful in discriminating languages of different rhythm classes. However, our results
appear to argue against this claim.

4.2. Results for intervocalic intervals

As shown in Fig. 3, in terms of all four metric measures for intervocalic intervals, the results for
the monolingual group and those for the Japanese ESL group are relatively close to each other.
The most unexpected result is that the EJ bilingual group has the lowest values in terms of all
four metric measures. This does not concur with the subjective perception of differences be-
tween EJ bilingual speakers’ abilities in English and Japanese ESL speakers’ abilities in English.
The results of metric measures for intervocalic intervals in Fig. 3 cannot clearly discriminate
between groups.

Varco∆V Vocalic nPVI
Monolingual 58.41 64.8
EJ bilingual 45.59 62.01
Japanese ESL 42.46 56.3
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Fig. 2. VarcoΔV and vocalic nPVI (EJ bilingual group)
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4.3. Section summary

Our result shows that metric measures for vowels, both in terms of syllable durations and the
pairwise variability index, taking speech rate into consideration, are more reliable and more
effective at discriminating different rhythm classes. What is interesting is that metric measures
for consonants, both in terms of syllable durations and pairwise variability indexes, do not
appear effective in discriminating different rhythm classes. This conclusion still holds even after
the speech rate factor is taken into consideration. The most effective way to examine the validity
of the conclusion here is perhaps to test it against a syllable-timed language. Thus we turn to
Mandarin in the next section.

5. RESULTS FROM THE ENGLISH-MANDARIN BILINGUAL GROUP

The experiment for the English-Mandarin group was carried out in 2016. The preliminary
results were presented and published in 2017 and 2019, respectively (Liu & Takeda 2017, 2019).
In the following, we give a brief overview of those results.

5.1. Subjects, recording, segmentation, and analysis

Three bilingual speakers of English and Mandarin (henceforth the EM bilingual group), one
male and two female, were recorded. They were born in China and moved to California as
infants. They were also residents of California at the time of recording.

Three native speakers of Mandarin who speak English as a second language (henceforth the
Mandarin ESL group) were recorded. They were all born and brought up in the central part of
China. Their accents are not markedly different from standard Mandarin.

All EM bilingual speakers were around 30–35 years old at the time of recording and college
graduates. All Mandarin ESL speakers were college students and were just over 20 years old at
the time of recording. Procedures of recording, segmentation, and analysis are the same as those
for the first experiment in §3.2 and §3.3.

∆C Varco∆C Intervocalic
rPVI

Intervocalic
nPVI

Monolingual 65.29 54.08 64.33 61.5
EJ bilingual 54.08 32.47 55.8 60.5
Japanese ESJ 64.33 45.39 59.3 64.01

65.29

54.08

64.33
61.5

54.08

32.47

55.8
60.5

64.33

45.39

59.3

64.01
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65

70

Monolingual EJ bilingual Japanese ESJ

Fig. 3. Mean results of the speakers in the EJ bilingual group in terms of intervocalic intervals
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5.2. Results in Liu & Takeda (2017, 2019)

English is claimed to have both full and reduced vowels and is expected to have more durational
variabilities than Mandarin. Thus the Mandarin ESL group is expected to have the highest %V
value, the lowest ΔV or VarcoΔV value, and the lowest vocalic rPVI or vocalic nPVI value. If
influences of Mandarin rhythm exist, the EM bilingual group is expected to show intermediate
results in terms of all the metric measures just noted. We give the results for vowels in Fig. 4.
The values of ΔV, VarcoΔV, vocalic rPVI, and vocalic nPVI are multiplied by 100.

The results of %V are not completely in conformity with our hypothesis: the EM bilingual
group has the lowest value. However, the difference between the monolingual group and the EM
bilingual group in terms of %V appears to be marginal. The EM bilingual group has interme-
diate results in terms of VarcoΔV and vocalic nPVI: the influence of Mandarin rhythm seems to
be in the English speech production by the EM speakers. Results in Fig. 4 echo the conclusion of
§4 that speech rate needs to be taken into account for measures of vocalic intervals. We show the
results concerning intervocalic intervals in Fig. 5.

%V ∆V Varco∆V Vocalic
rPVI

Vocalic
nPVI

Monolingual 39.92 61.73 58.41 58.6 64.8
EM bilingual 39.17 43.48 48.2 45.4 63.62
Mandarin ESL 41.41 71.14 46.06 53 59.07

39.92

61.73
58.41 58.6

64.8

39.17
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45.4

63.62

41.41
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Fig. 4. Mean results of the speakers in the EM bilingual group in terms of vocalic intervals

∆C Varco∆C Intervocalic
rPVI

Intervocalic
nPVI

Monolingual 65.29 54.08 64.33 61.5
EM bilingual 57.92 58.32 65.71 53.9
Mandarin ESL 75.17 53.93 61.31 59.9

65.29

54.08

64.33 61.5
57.92 58.32
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50
55
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Monolingual EM bilingual Mandarin ESL

Fig. 5. Mean results of the speakers in the EM bilingual group in terms of intervocalic intervals
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All values in Fig. 5 have been multiplied by 100. In terms of all the four metric measures, the
EM bilingual group has the most extreme values, which appear to echo the results in Fig. 3 that
metric measures for intervocalic intervals cannot clearly discriminate between different groups.

Similar to the results in §4, we find that a combination of VarcoΔV and vocalic nPVI can
discriminate the three groups satisfactorily. Thus far, we have separated EJ bilingual speakers
from EM bilingual speakers. In the next section, we compare the two bilingual groups, and
examine whether the conclusions we have drawn from §4 and this section still hold. We also
discuss the statistical analysis results in §6.

6. A COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM ALL GROUPS

We list our experiment results in Table 2 along with our hypotheses in Table 1 to give a clear
comparison between them. In consideration of the unreliability of rhythmic measures for
consonants, we omit hypotheses concerning consonants in this section. In addition, we have
shown that the factor of speech rate needs to be considered for measures of vowels, thus we omit
the measures of ΔV and vocalic rPVI in Table 2.

Similar to Table 1, each ordinal number in Table 2, 1st, 2nd, etc., shows the ranking of a
group in terms of a particular metric measure. It would be too complex to compare the results
from all five groups simultaneously. For ease of understanding, we first make a comparison
between the two bilingual groups; second, a comparison between the two ESL groups; third, a
comparison between all groups; and finally a review of the statistical analysis results for both
vowels and consonants.

6.1. The EM bilingual group and the EJ bilingual group

As presented in Table 2, the EJ bilingual group is expected to have the lowest VarcoΔV and
vocalic nPVI values among the monolingual group, the EM bilingual group, and the EJ bilingual
group.

Fig. 6 shows that the EM bilingual group has a higher VarcoΔV value and a higher vocalic
nPVI value than the EJ bilingual group. This indicates that the English speech production of the
EM and EJ bilingual groups shows influences of the rhythm of Mandarin and of Japanese,
respectively.

Table 2. Our hypotheses and our results from all groups

Hypotheses Results

VarcoΔV Vocalic nPVI VarcoΔV Vocalic nPVI

Monolingual 1st 1st 1st 58.41 1st 64.80

EM bilingual 2nd 2nd 2nd 48.20 2nd 63.62

EJ bilingual 3rd 3rd 4th 45.59 3rd 62.01

Mandarin ESL 4th 4th 3rd 46.06 4th 59.07

Japanese ESL 5th 5th 5th 42.46 5th 56.30
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At the same time, the EM bilingual group and the EJ bilingual group do not show a large
difference either in terms of VarcoΔV or vocalic nPVI, which is not unexpected. The one-way
ANOVA test performed on GraphPad Prism version 8.0.0 for Windows (GraphPad Software,
San Diego, CA; hereafter the GraphPad software) also shows that the difference in vowels be-
tween the EM bilingual group and the EJ bilingual group is not statistically significant (P5 0.99).

6.2. The Mandarin ESL group and the Japanese ESL group

The Mandarin ESL group is expected to have higher VarcoΔV and vocalic nPVI values than the
Japanese ESL group due to the influence of their respective native languages. Our results are in
line with our hypotheses, as shown in Table 2.

The two ESL groups are expected to have lower VarcoΔV and vocalic nPVI values than the
monolingual group, the EM bilingual group, and the EJ bilingual group. In terms of vocalic
nPVI, our result is in complete conformity with our hypothesis. There is one problem regarding
VarcoΔV: the Mandarin ESL group has a slightly higher VarcoΔV value than the EJ bilingual
group, although the difference is quite small. This also seems due to the influence of Japanese:
Japanese is expected to have the lowest VarcoΔV value. The one-way ANOVA test performed
on the GraphPad software shows that the difference in vowels between the Mandarin ESL group
and the Japanese ESL group is statistically significant (P < 0.01).

6.3. A comparison of all groups

We use Fig. 7 to graphically illustrate results in Table 2. Fig. 7 shows that vocalic nPVI is notably
effective in discriminating different groups. The dashed horizontal line can separate the two
bilingual groups from the monolingual group. The black horizontal line can separate the two
bilingual groups from the two ESL groups. The monolingual group and the two bilingual groups
are above the two ESL groups due to their higher vocalic nPVI values. To be specific, the two
bilingual groups occupy an intermediate position between the monolingual group and the two
ESL groups in terms of vocalic nPVI. This suggests that the speakers in the two bilingual groups
made unstressed vowels shorter than the speakers in the two ESL groups, but did not make the

Varco∆V Vocalic nPVI
Monolingual 58.41 64.8
EM bilingual 48.2 63.62
EJ bilingual 45.59 62.01

58.41

64.8

48.2

63.62

45.59

62.01

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

Monolingual EM bilingual EJ bilingual

Fig. 6. VarcoΔV and vocalic nPVI (monolingual, EM bilingual, and EJ bilingual)
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contrast between stressed and unstressed syllables as great as the speakers in the monolingual
group.

6.4. Statistical analysis results

We give all statistical analysis results for vocalic intervals in Table 3 and all results for inter-
vocalic intervals in Table 4.

In Table 3, gray cells are where rows and columns intersect to have null or repeated results.
For example, the cell at which the row EM bilingual and the column EM bilingual intersect is
gray since this result is null. The cell at which the row EJ bilingual and the column EM bilingual
intersect is gray because the same result has been shown in the cell at which the row EM
bilingual and the column EJ bilingual intersect. The shaded cell shows the only unexpected
result, details of which will be given in the next paragraph.

Table 3. Statistical analysis results for vocalic intervals (all groups)

Monolingual EM bilingual EJ bilingual MandarinESL 

EM bilingual P = 0.08

EJ bilingual  P = 0.34 P = 0.99

Mandarin ESL P < 0.01 P < 0.01 P < 0.01 

Japanese ESL P = 0.39 P = 0.06 P = 0.02 P < 0.01 

Table 4. Statistical analysis results for intervocalic intervals (all groups)

EM bilingual P = 0.10

EJ bilingual  P = 0.23 P = 0.90 

Mandarin ESL P = 0.16 P < 0.01 P = 0.00

Japanese ESL P = 0.00 P = 0.00 P = 0.00 P = 0.08 

Monolingual EM bilingual EJ bilingual MandarinESL 
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EM bilingual
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Fig. 7. VarcoΔV and vocalic nPVI (all groups)
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The one-way ANOVA test performed on the GraphPad software shows that the differences
in vocalic intervals generally follow our hypotheses. To exemplify, the differences in vocalic
intervals between the EJ bilingual group and the Mandarin ESL group are expected to be large,
which is supported by the statistical analysis result (P < 0.01). The only unexpected result is that
the differences in vocalic intervals between the monolingual group and the Japanese ESL group
are not statistically significant (P 5 0.39), which is shown in the shaded cell. We are not yet sure
how to interpret this. One possible explanation is that speakers were asked to read at a speed
that they were comfortable with. Japanese ESL speakers read at a relatively slow speed. Our
subjective judgement is that slow and comfortable speech speed may have helped Japanese ESL
speakers arrive at this result. Another possible reason seems to be that the statistical analysis was
carried out on raw data of vowels, without taking speech rate differences between groups into
consideration. Recall that the two metric measures excluding speech rate, ΔV and vocalic rPVI,
in Fig. 1 also show that the Japanese ESL group are closer to the monolingual group than the EJ
bilingual group.

The remaining question is why metric measures of consonants are not reliable in discrim-
inating rhythm classes. We turn to statistical analysis results for consonants to look for possible
hints.

Similar to Table 3, the gray cells in Table 4 have null or repeated results. There is only one
result that is not in line with our hypotheses in Table 4: the result of P 5 0.16 in the shaded cell
at which the row Monolingual and the column Mandarin ESL intersect. Nevertheless, Table 4
shows us that statistical analysis results for consonants are generally as expected. In §4 and §5,
we draw the conclusion that metric measures of consonants are not reliable in discriminating
different rhythm classes. A possible explanation includes that consonants may not be strongly
correlated with rhythm classes. To exemplify, one main characteristic of stress-timed languages
is the reduction of unstressed vowels. Simply put, one main characteristic of stress-timed lan-
guages is correlated with vowels, and this seems to partly explain the lack of strong correlation
between consonants and rhythm classes. This also partly explains why the statistical analysis
results for consonants appear plausible, while the metric measure results do not. We will leave
further explanation of this issue to future research.

7. CONCLUSION

We have chosen English, Japanese, and Mandarin as our focus in this paper. Our result
shows that metric measures for vowels, whether in terms of syllable durations or the pairwise
variability index, offer more reliable discrimination between different rhythm classes.
Another prominent feature is that metric measures for vowels need to take speech rate into
consideration. The reason seems to be that vowel reduction has a strong correlation with
speech rate.

What is interesting is that measures for consonants, both in terms of syllable durations and
pairwise variability indexes, do not appear effective in discriminating different rhythm classes.
This conclusion still holds even after speech rate is taken into consideration. However, the
statistical analysis results for consonants are generally as expected. Our research cannot satis-
factorily explain why consonants are not strongly correlated with rhythm classes. One possible
explanation is that the reduction of unstressed vowels, one main characteristic of stress-timed
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languages, is correlated with vowels, not consonants. Further pursuit of this question will be for
future study.

The conclusion for this paper was drawn from a relatively small number of participants, so
some caution is necessary in interpreting it. In addition, this paper focused exclusively on
California English. Whether a similar conclusion can be drawn if the focus was on other varieties
of English is also a question that needs further research.
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